


The Pisas are a complete district within the Central Otago
Ecological Region.

2.2 W i l d l i f e
The South Island pied oystercatcher, black-fronted tern and
black-backed gull breed on the top of the range, preferring
boggy areas. Low cushion and short tussock areas are used by
the banded dotterel for nesting. Kanuka shrublands and dense
matagouri provide habitat for grey warbler and silvereye.

Colonising populations of pig are throughout the range, in
particular on north and eastern faces. Feral goats are also
present, including on the highest tops. Chamois and red deer
have been sighted. There are reports of fallow deer, possibly
derived from private liberations.

3. History and Land U s e

3.1 Pastoralism
The Pisas first became part of the large Wanaka Station when
Robert Wilkin was issued a depasturing licence in 1858.
During the 1860’s the range was subdivided into several runs.
As a result of sustained pressure for closer settlement, the
surrounding valley floors were taken from these runs for
agricultural subdivision. In conjunction with the accumulative
effects of burning, overgrazing, and rabbits, this caused a
decline in sheep numbers in the high country, from a peak in
the late 1870’s.

Declining productivity and low wool prices saw many of the
runs go into the hands of their financiers, or be abandoned.
This decline continued until the turn of the century when
increased wool prices improved prospects.(2)

3.2 Goldmining
On the crest of the Criffel Range alluvial gold workings were
attempted in the 1880’s. Working conditions were severe, with
a long winter snow cover and summer droughts to contend
with. These diggings, along with those on Mt. Buster (Ida
Range), were the highest hydraulic sluicings in Otago; in both
instances with limited success and considerable hardship for the
miners. Small-scale sluicings, hut sites, and water races on
the Criffel Range, and in the lower Roaring Meg, remain as
evidence of this activity.

Horse pack tracks were established across the southern flanks
of the range between Cromwell and the Cardrona goldfield.
The benched track via the Roaring Meg Valley remains very
distinct.

3 -3 Hydra-electric Development c3)
In 1936 a generating plant was installed at the Roaring Meg-
Kawarau confluence. This run-of-the-river scheme was added to
in 1947 by an Upper Meg power station. The plant is being
refurbished for further increases in generating capacity.

3.4 Land Tenure
Today thirteen pastoral leases cover the greater area of the
range, plus an expired pastoral occupation licence north of
Queensberry Hill. Half the Criffel Range is freehold, up to a
height of 1400 m, as is the south-eastern corner of the Pisas to
the top of Mt. Michael (1163 m).

Only one scenic reserve currently exists on the range. It is the
5.5 ha Lochar Burn Scenic Reserve which protects vestiges of
Hall’s totara and kantia shrublands.

3.5 Land Use Capability c4)
The eastern summit crest, and from Queensberry Hill to Mt.
Allen is Class 8. The remainder of the summit plateau and
down to mid slope on the escarpment faces is Class 7. Below
approximately 900 m is predominantly Class 6.

The Otago Catchment Board (OCB) sees the need for restricted
grazing over all Class 8 and the majority of Class 7 lands,
with retirement of critical areas. The primary aim of such
restrictions is to improve vegetation condition. National
Water and Soil Conservation Authority (NWASCA) policy, to
which the catchment board is bound, requires the removal of
significant areas of Class 8 and severely eroded Class 7 lands
from pastoral leases. (Destocking and Surrender Policy).

The OCB sees potential for increased production on Class 6
land by doubling the area that is oversown and topdressed.

3.6 District Scheme Zoning
The range is within Lake and Vincent counties.

West of Roaring Meg Creek to Mt. Piss, and most of the
Luggate Creek catchment, is within Lake County. A m
c (soil and water conservation) zone covers the upper Cliff
Bum, with the balance of the range Rural B (pastoral farming).
Commercial forestry is a conditional use in both zones, as are
tourist facilities in Rural C.c5)

Within Vincent County’s Rural 1 zone, there are no
specific provisions for protection of landscape values arising
from the predominant uses of agriculture and forestry.
However ‘Council is conscious of the value of the landscape
qualities of the countryside as an asset for recreation and
tourism’.@

3.7 Protected Natural Areas Survey c7)
During the 1984-85 summer, workers from the Department of
Lands and Survey inspected the Pisa Ecological District, as
part of a broader Protected Natural Areas (PNA) programme
within the Central Otago region.

Approximately 10,500 ha was identified as having priority for
protection.

The survey team’s recommendations are characterised by one
large priority area on the range crest, and several small areas on
lower flanks.

Wind-dej7ated surfaces (Class 8), Piss Tops. Renmr!-zbles rear
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3.7.1 l’isa T o p s
This consists of 8560 ha, encompassing about half the summit
plateau, and a smaller segment of the eastern cirque complex.
The area includes high-alpine cushionfields, and short and tall
tussocklands over a wide-ranging altitudinal sequence of
vegetation communities.

This large PNA is described as ‘of outstanding representative
significance’, due to the Pisa Range being ‘the highest of the
fault block mountains characteristic of the Central Otago
region, and one of the most distinctive landform and ecological
systems of New Zealand.’

3.7.2 Other PNAs
Twelve relatively small areas are recommended for protection.
Shrubland communities and forest remnants, which have
survived as island refuges from a long history of burning,
provide the majority of the proposals. Silver beech, Hall’s
totara, celery and bog pines, kanuka, and native brooms are
represented. Tussock grasslands are limited to 630 ha
overlooking the upper Cardrona Valley, and a 150 ha stand of
dense silver tussock in the lower Kawarau Gorge.

The PNA team concluded that the existing Lochar Burn Scenic
Reserve, due to its small size, ‘is of little value for long-term
conservation of the now rare Hall’s totara community.’
Accordingly it recommended a 150 ha extension. After an
inspection of this area the Protected Areas Scientific Advisory
Committee (PASAC) was highly impressed with the proposal,
as it represented ‘a living vestige of former forests, holding the
key to vegetation history in Central Otago.’ For unspecified
reasons PASAC concluded that public access should be
discouraged.(*)

3.7.3 Conclusions
Several of the priority areas have direct significance for the
recreational public.

The Pisa Tops covers most of the prime cross country
skiing country, with the notable exclusion of Mt. Dome1 and
eastern lip-crests in the south.

The Criffel Range is totally excluded, due to ‘the relatively low
naturalness of the entire Criffel land system.’ In terms of
recreational value however, the Criffel’s terrain is almost as
good as the Pisa tops for cross country skiing. It also has
historical values in its goldfield remains.

There are direct implications of PNA status on future pastoral,
and commercial recreational activities on the Pisa tops. The
greater proportion is Class 8 land and qualifies for removal
from pastoral lease under Government’s Destocking and
Surrender Policv. It is only in the lower Roaring Meg
catchment and on the mid altitude eastern escarpment that
portions of the PNA coincide with significant pastoral values.
In these instances grazing may continue to be acceptable,
within stock block limitations. With the possible exception
of these areas, the greater balance of the PNA qualifies for
scenic reserve status due to its mix of outstanding landscape,
biological, and recreational values.

As an area protected for its total landscape values, as much for
vegetation conservation, it is crucial that any recreational or
other developments are compatible with the area’s intrinsic
values. In particular, no further reading, or other earth
disturbances should be permitted.

Spectacular gorge scenery, and silver beech forest in the lower
Luggate Creek is worthy of reservation and public access.

Protection by covenant should be sufficient protection for a 20
ha stand of kanuka among steep rock buttresses beside State
Highway 6 at Poison Creek near Queensberry. It is unusual
that such a native shrubland is so readily visible from a main
road.

From L,ochar Burn Hall’s t&n-a area across Cl&a Valley to
Bendigo shrublam& and Dunstan Mountaim.

The proposed extended Lochar Burn Hall’s totara area, being
situated in striking rock outcrops overlooking the Clutha
Valley, also holds public interest. It is located part way up the
main vehicle and foot access to Lake McKay and hence cannot
be regarded as remote. This area has considerable aesthetic and
educational values in addition to scientific value. Public access
should be negotiated, with consideration given to extending
reserve status to all of the identified priority area.

4. Recreational Opportunities

4.1 Panoramic Ice and Ski Association (Inc.)
In the early 1960’s development was commenced on the north-
eastern end of the range, with the intention of opening a
skifield in the vicinity of Lake McKay, and of ice skating on
the lake as the main attractions. A vehicle track was
constructed up a leading ridge above the Lochar Burn and on to
the range crest leading to the lake. A large vohmtary effort
went into the scheme but it petered out due to a lack of finance
for metalling the completed formation. PISA (Incorporated) is
now disbanded.(9)

The site proposed for skiing would not meet present-day
skifield requirements. There is lack of vertical height, for other
than beginners, and little variety of terrain.

For Lake McKay to be utilised for ice skating would require a
major snow clearance operation, due to drift off the surrounding
ridges. The upper approaches to the lake are along some 5 km
of very wind-exposed crest which is frequently free of skiable
snow, in contrast to steep road cuttings lower down which are
usually drifted over. There would be difficulties in operating
reliable and safe vehicle access under these conditions.

Other potential skifield locations on the range are limited by
lengthy access and a lack of vertical height of terrain, and of
gradients steep enough for ‘downhill skiing’.
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4.2 Cross Country Skiing
The major recreational potential of the Pisa Range is for cross
country skiing.

4.2.1 Conditions, and Amateur Recreation
Prior to the ready availability of ‘nordic’ equipment in the mid-
197O’s, the steeper terrain along the eastern escarpment was
visited by ski tourers on alpine touring equipment. Access
entails a major climb on foot from the Clutha Valley to
establish an overnight camp at Lake McKay. This activity
continues.

As is the case on other Otago block mountains, new
perceptions of the Piss’s cross country potential have grown
under overseas influences, especially from North America and
Australia, and from rapidly increasing domestic participation.

The Pisa Range exhibits a full gamut of terrain to suit a wide
variety of skier abilities. There are extensive, gently rolling
high tops; relatively sheltered, easy valley systems (generally
confined): and short, steep valley and cirque walls for the
expert.

Unlike many other ranges, the whole back-slope of the Pisas is
skiable, without major breaks due to inadequate snow cover or
rugged terrain. This allows a large variety of ski tours, from
camping bases on the Criffel Range, from within the Roaring
Meg headwater tributaries (several), the Lake McKay area, or
from Mt. Dottrel-Mitre Rocks to the south.

Piss sumif. Photo: Don Greer

Winter snow cover on the plateau appears to be consistently
good season-to-season. However, the highest crests and
saddles, and the leeward lip of the eastern escarpment have
more variable snow cover due to wind exposure. The Pisas
provide the largest cross country ski area close to the Southern
Lakes district.

However, it appears that although the terrain and snow cover is
excellent, the range shares, in common with other Otago block
mountains, severe climatic limitations to recreational use.
‘White-out’ conditions and strong winds occur frequently. With
an absence of shelter, and indistinct topography, under poor
conditions one can quickly become totahy disorientated (i.e.
lost).

Mountain club experience over many winters indicates that
basic safety requires competence in aIpine navigation (map and
compass use) and snow surviva1 skills, pIus the carrying of
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overnight survival equipment. The rapidity with which the
weather can change, means that no reliance can be placed on
travelling light, and locating a hut or known navigational
feature if the weather suddenly deteriorates. Self-sufficiency in
skills and equipment are essential.

4.2.2 Commercial Recreation
Since 1980 commercial operators have promoted the Pisas as a
cross country ski destination. In separate ventures, two huts
were built, with access by 4WD and ski in one instance, and
by either skiplane or helicopter in the other. One of these
operations has ceased and the hut removed.

Central in plans for commercial activities on the Pisa Range
has been a pastoral lessee, who leases the Roaring Meg
headwaters above the Cardrona Valley. His scheme has
brought to public attention the issue of public verses private
interest in high country pastoral leasehold lands. The rights
and effectiveness of Crown agencies acting as landlord, the
extent of lessees’ legal and perceived rights, and policies for the
protection of the public’s interest, have all been tested by this
case.

Sunset in the Roaring Meg headwaters

At the official level the balancing of interests is dealt with at
length by the Land Settlement Board’s (LSB) Commercial
Recreation Policy. This continues to apply over pastoral lands
despite the demise of the Board. A pastoral lessee has no legal



entitlement to change the use of the land, only a right to graze
within conditions prescribed by the landlord. Therefore any
commercial recreation venture requires consent by means of the
issue of either a recreation permit or special lease. To proceed
without such consent legally renders a pastoral lease liable to
forfeiture by the Crown.

FMC has taken an active interest in the growth of commercial
activities, relative to rights of amateur recreationalists to
continue using these lands. The legal reality is that a pastoral
lessee holds trespass rights over all the land contained within a
lease, irrespective of lack of pasturage or seasonal
unavailability due to snow cover. In the Pisa case, the
developer-lessee wishes to retain control of all recreational
activities, for a mix of commercial and public safety reasons.
FMC acknowledges that the use of private facilities by
‘freedom skiers’ is a privilege that cannot be expected to
continue, however rights of independent entry and recreation on
Crown lands must be assured.

When developments on the range were publicly mooted in
1983, FMC sought and received an assurance from the
Department of Lands and Survey that any authorisation of
commercial activities would be in terms of the Land Act and
the LSB’s high country policies. The policies require public
advertisement of applications, hearing of objections if any are
received, and decisions in accordance with policy.

A recreation permit application was received in late 1984 and
later advertised for public comment. FMC submitted that high
lands unsuitable for grazing (Class 8 and severely eroded Class
7) should be surrendered from the pastoral lease, and public
foot access up the road alignment thereto guaranteed. Safety
requirements for extended cross country skiing were also
suggested, to be stipulated as part of a recreation permit.
Reservations were also expressed over unrestrained snow
mobile use conflicting with the non-motorised nature of cross
country skiing. FMC prefers confinement of these intrusive
machines to one ‘main activity area’.

The Federation was perturbed by the construction of a ‘farm and
winter access track early in 1985 up the Cardrona face, under
the authority of an earth disturbance permit issued by Lands
and Survey which ‘considered this matter as part of the
proposed cross country skiing operation.‘(lO) Subsequently
(1987) the road was widened and partly realigned, exceeding the
authority of a further permit to metal the formation. By such
means a substantial investment towards establishing a
commercial ski area was made without the prior obtaining of
proper consents.

After a hearing (late 1985) by the local Land Settlement
Committee of the application for a recreation permit, and of
FMC’s conditionul objection, a permit was granted with the
surrender and foot access provisions requested by the
Federation. The permit is to apply over the surrendered land
(to become Unalienated Crown Land), and the balance of the
pastoral lease subject to commercial activity.

The applicant applied for a rehearing asking that surrender be
struck out and with foot access provided not up the road but by
a more circuitous route. The rehearing by the LSB in May
1986 confirmed the original decisions.

The terms of the confirmed offer of a recreation permit have
been rejected by the applicant as unacceptable. Despite having

no rights to proceed with commercial activities, placement of
facilities, promotion, and guided skiing continues. Patrons are
utilising the road, huts, equipment, and guides. Widespread
snowmobile use is also occurring. The extent of this activity
was to be subject to a development plan and officiaI approval,
as a further condition of the recreation permit. Other operators
have also advertised their services.

‘1987 N.2. Cross Country Ski Champonships’, Roaring Meg
Valley.

There are increasing references to the Pisa Range as the venue
for international skiing events, including Winter Olympics; the
developer now wishing to create a commercial ski area of
international standing. These changing circumstances reinforce
the need for balancing commercial aspirations against the
protection of this outstanding ,natural area, and of the rights of
independent users.

FMC is of the view that the balance struck by the Land
Settlement Board between the respective interests is the best
guarantee that everyone’s rights will be protected.
Consequently the legal requirements protecting the Crown and
public interests must be complied with.

4.3 Summer Recreation
Currently summer recreation is limited to some 4WD and trail
bike use on farm access tracks, and botanical visits by
individuals and conservation groups. Lake McKay is a frequent
destination. With road access now from the Cardrona Valley,
it is expected that greatly increasing visitation will occur.
Plans for an all-seasons ‘alpine’ village at Cardrona will
inevitably have its effects on the types and intensity of
recreational use on the Pisa Range. This could have
detrimental impacts on natural values within the Pisa Tops
PNA.

There is potential for horse riding, particularly along the
Roaring Meg, Cromwell-Cardrona, and Criffel pack tracks.

The Criffel gold workings are of interest for the energetic
walker who wishes to piece together the network of water races
and other field remains.

The Cardrona-Roaring Meg pack track has been proposed for
walkway designation. There are no physical difficulties with
this route. Its identification and use as a Walkway will be
desirable as Cardrona develops in to a holiday resort.
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5. Zoning 6. Recommendations

5 .I Natural Experience Natural Experience Zone
6 .l Class 8 and severely eroded Class 7 lands be
progressively removed from pastoral leases, with immediate
removal of areas subject to commercial recreation activities.

The main Pisa plateau and crest between the Mt. Dome1 area,
to above the ‘Lochar Bum ridge,’ is zoned natural experience.
This contains all the Pisa Tops PNA plus extensions to the
S.E and N.E.

The zone should be managed for the primary purpose of nature
conservation, with compatible recreation (commercial and
public) as secondary uses.

Because of outstanding conservation values, and intensity of
recreational interest in the area, the whole zone should be under
public control and management. This will provide some
assurance that commercial operations do not degrade
conservation values, and that an equitable balance is struck
with public recreation needs. Remaining under pastoral lease
tenure, in the presence of either authorised or unauthorised
commercial activities, can provide no such assurance.

Luggate Creek, Cr$jX Range.

5.2 Open Space

The Criffel Range, and all the mid to low-altitude flanks of the
Pisas, are zoned open space.

The whole upland is an imposing massif as viewed from its
encircling highways. There is a need for retaining harmonious
landscapes by earth disturbance controls, on the basis of
qualified advice from the Department of Conservation (DOC).

Extensive grazing can continue over the greater balance of the
zone, although local ‘trade-offs’ (part surrender for part freehold)
may be required in the future for partial reclassifications of
individual pastoral leases. However, Class 7 lands should
remain in Crown ownership.

PNAs, and historic sites and trails are contained within the
zone. The latter will require further assessment. Many of the
F’NAs can be adequately safeguarded by covenanting, however
areas of public interest require reservation.

Provision needs to be made for public assess on to the Criffel
Range and Queensberry fills, in view of their winter recreation
potential. There is a major need for formalised public foot
access to the Pisa Tops from a variety of different approaches.

6.2 The whole natural experience zone become a
Conservation Area under DOC.

6.3 Public management planning procedures be initiated
immediately on lands identified for surrender from Waiorau
pastoral lease, to resolve the following issues related to
commercial recreation:

* the protection of natural/landscape values;
* extent and location of commercial facilities/huts;
* extent of poled ski routes and set tracks;
* permissibility of aircraft landings;
* permissible extent of oversnow vehicle use;
* extent of commercial recreation, and vehicle use, during

non ski season;
* the number of operators permitted in this area.

Note: (i) Many of the above could be best resolved through a
recreational zoning approach on this one property, to be
extended over the whole Conservation Area as further areas are
added. Procedures for temporary accomodation of international
ski events should also be established, where these require the
use of areas that would normally exclude set tracks and
snowmobile use.

(ii) Developmenttoperational plans submitted from
holders of recreation permits should be in conformity with the
management plan. In the interim, only relocatible facilities
should be approved, confined within the ‘main activity area’
approved by the LSB.

6.4 The provision of public huts be considered as part of the
management planning process.

6.5 Beyond the provision and maintenance of wheeled
vehicle access during the ski season, no further earth
disturbances be permitted.

Open Space Zone
6.6 Public foot access easements be provided:

* to Mt. Michael;
* Lowburn Valley - Mitre Rocks - Mt. Dottrel:
* Lochar Burn track to Lake McKay;
* from Cardrona through Waiorau pastoral lease;
* Crown Range saddle - Mt. Hocken - Queensberry

Hill - Tuohys Saddle

6.7 Provide public access easement from Mt. Barker Road
to start of legal road alignment along Criffel Diggings track.

6 .S Vehicle access on farm tracks continue to be at the
discretion of the runholders as owners of these formations.

6.9 Reserve Luggate Creek and Lochar Burn PNAs, and
provide public access thereto.

6.10 Apply the LSB Rural LandscaDe Policv to any roading
or other earth disturbances on the Clutha and Cardrona faces of
Piss and Criffel Ranges within pastoral lease.

6.11 The potential for walkways and horse trails along the
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Cardrona-Roxing Meg and Cardrona-Cromwell pack-tracks be WARD, G. and MUNROE, C.M. 198.5. Lochar Burn
noted for future utilisation. Scenic Reserve. Unpublished report. Department

Note: These are legal baper’ roads which should be retained. of Lands and Survey. Dunedin.

Spring camp.
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